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 By: Camille Oneash Ismail 

 
What’s the Entrepreneur Club 
About? 
Yes, the entrepreneur’s prayer 
breakfast club is a success idea and a 
business ingredient of 7 top 
performing women entrepreneurs 
who, had NO prior business 
experience, did the unthinkable – 
Created money-making home-based 

businesses.  

 
Objective: This organization was created to 
assist business owners and aspiring 
entrepreneurs to find their personal truth and to 
maximize their God given potentials, here in the 
entrepreneur club you will develop a new skill set 
while creating the life that you want and desire. 

What does that mean?  We help you to 

recognize your greatness in life and give 

you tools on how to possess it. 

What will you gain?  Support, tools and 

exposure for your life and business. 

Who are our members? Our members are 
individuals, business owners and aspiring 
entrepreneurs that are ready to grow and 
develop their brand. Expand their 
businesses, network and their net worth. 

 

 

 

 

Entrepreneur      Prayer    

Breakfast    Club 
 

Life Coach Camille Oneash Ismail, Author Cordea 
Reid, Latoya Baugh, Chef Tekesha Taylor, Business 
Owner Clover Mcrae 

Radio Personal Bethynia Palmer, Relationship Coach 
Shontel Harris   Realtor Ann Jackson  

Together we strive to empower our nation to “ 
maximize their potential and stop living paycheck to 
paycheck”. 
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The Journey  
 

Written By: Tekesha Taylor  

 

August 3rd,2019  

Our  Events  

The Hampton Inn in East 
Hartford CT was filled with 
complete tears, healing, 
connection, networking and 
dreams coming into fruition 
while being educated on the skills 
they needed to win in business. 
This was the beginning of 
entrepreneurs recognizing that 
there was more to business than 
just conversation.  

We took action steps and it 
cultivated into the movement one 
event at a time.  

In doing so, we began to unleash 
their hidden potentials and now 
maximizing their bodies, bank 
accounts and businesses.  

What the EPBC started calling 
“Our Level oo” 

 

Flyers Were completed by Cuban 
Designs 

Breakfast By: Tekesha Taylor  

Kesha Event Kreations 

Decoration By: Confidence Coach 
Kimarra  

 

Over the Course of the semi fiscal year each event thought us 
some of these tools. How to: 

Create a business network. 

Entrepreneur’s club enabled entrepreneurs to meet 
with each other and local business founders and 
think through issues together. Budding 
entrepreneurs can discover who they like to work 
with and how they like to work and can make 
connections that last beyond developing 
connections that could lead to startup financing, 
access to professional business organizations, and 
more 

 

Transition your passions in to profit 

(That’s when the interest you earn on 
your initial investment earns interest) 
Therefore, we created the entrepreneurs 
club  to eliminate the lack of progress, 
destroying the poverty curse while 
earning a decent manageable income to 
suffice and reinvest in YOUR other 
businesses. 

 

Procreate into many subdivisions  

Inside the club we have a host of 
entrepreneurs that aide in the developing 
of generational action. This way the tools 
and strategies are shared for better 
improvement and functionality of each 
business owner. 
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Leading with Resiliency   
In June of 2019 the idea 
came to me while on 
vacation in Trinidad and 
Tobago. I got tired of 
living in scarcity and 
wanted a change so I 
returned home and 
started the Coaches 
Cohort out of that the 
EPBC was birthed. 

 
Camille Oneash 
Ismail  
Certified Life Coach /C.E. O 

Author Cordea Reid 

/Assistant President  

Courage & Perseverance  

I help women to find the 
courage and 
perseverance to tell their testimonies to 
aide in developing the importance of 
family, sacrifice and reinventing 
themselves. Mother of four, wife and a philanthropist. 

 

 

FLORIDA EDITION  
 As we increased monthly, we decided to 
take the movement outside of the city 
walls to impact the masses.  
While doing that we too started to maximize our own true potentials. 

Florida was the most challenging yet 
rewarding time in the club, the 
laughter, the conversations and the 
miracles happening in the room was 
phenomenal. Life’s were changed, 
books are being written and new ideas 
was reviewed, and businesses was 
birthed in that room.  

October 26th, 2019  

Location: Coral Springs, Florida  

 

  

Contact Cuban designs 876-845-0353 Whatsapp For all 
your Graphics worldwide. 
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Entrepreneur 
Gala in CT  
“The beginning of the ERA” 

The end of year celebration for the club, was greatly received by the 
friends, family, vendors and other entrepreneurs who were 
present. The room was filled with business owners from all walks 
of life. Attending simple to learn more about these entrepreneurs 
that gathered weekly, shifting the mindset of others and impacting 
one community at a time.  Through this movement we have 
sponsored the Dare to care foundation Located in Jamaica, 
supplying them with sanitary products as well as hygienic items for 
the children. We are looking forward to 2020 for the upcoming 
events and traveling across the world.  
March Jamaica ----Wellness Retreat 
May Little Rock Arkansas  ---EPBC Workshop 
July England  ---EPBC Workshop 
November Africa  ----EPBC Workshop 
In between our travels we will host group trainings continuous and 
launch products and services in our community as well as our 
neighboring states. 

 

 

Contact Cuban designs 876-845-0353 Whatsapp For all your Graphics worldwide. 

 


